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RAISED $1M MARCH 2020

+ 150 CLIENTS
AI DRIVEN PROGRAM
PROVEN BUSINES MODEL

Augmented Tech SuperPower
for CEOs & Manager…

€1.5M +23%

/YRS

Fundinground
Stage:
Funding:
Deal:
Market:

Market growth

Video pitch

Revenue generating
Web marketing, sales & AI
development 2 0 % D I S C O U N T F O R
20% Equity T H E F I R S T 3 0 0 K €
$1.2B global market

At MyCTOfriend, we de-risk product creation with a
AI-driven Tech advisory Platform
So far we've guide towards the right technical decisions over 150 startups founders, and in doing so,
helped reduce their average development time by up to 75%. Now we are set to combine our data
and experience with Artificial Intelligence, to drive our e-coaching program and expand our expert
advice service to investors and intrapreneurs.

… at every stage of the companyʼs life cycle

The ticketing industry is broken.

Impact Investment
SEIS +EIS approved

£250K

Controlled and dictated by a few, they tend to be
greedy, not transparent, and even encourage touts.
And this is big problem, government, artists, fans,
organisers are all fed-up. People are against unfair
ticketing and want an alternative.
Ticketpass is building the biggest ethical and fair
ticketing platform by fighting touts, capping
booking fees, and generating social impact every
time a ticket is sold.
Unlike other ticketing platforms, Ticketpass is a tech
for good company with 4 revenue models:
Booking fee | Subscription | Virtual Tokens | Event
Promotion.

Deal: 12%
Funding: Launch +B2B Partnerships +Tech Dev
Round: £250,000
Stage: Validation +Working product
Market: £15 billion
Sector: Event Tech | Impact | Marketplace | B2B2C
To see more, view our pitch video here.

NewPath is a technology business focused on making
smartphones more affordable in emerging markets by
allowing them to be leased via monthly payments.
NewPath was cashflow positive in Q4 2019.

Funding: Up to £2M
Stage: Scalable B2B Model, Revenue Producing
Market: 1.5 billion smartphones were sold in 2017
(Gartner, 2017). $423 billion was spent on smartphones
Sector: Mobile Technology, Impact

Deal: 12%
Funding: Launch +B2B Partnerships +Tech Dev
Round: £250,000
Stage: Validation +Working product
Market: £15 billion

CAPITAL AT RISK

Sector: Event Tech | Impact | Marketplace | B2B2C

Investment in unquoted businesses carry high risks as well as the possibility of high rewards and an investor’s capital is at risk
in making such investments. It is highly speculative and potential investors should be aware that no established market exists
for the trading of shares in private companies.
Please note that any tax treatments referred to in financial promotions approved or issued by the investee will depend on the
individual circumstances of the investor. Investors should be aware that other costs and taxes may arise for them in relation
to making investments.
By enquiring about a deal you will receive further information regarding the investment opportunity which may include a
‘Business Plan’, ‘Marketing Plan’, ‘Investment Decks’, Investment Memorandums’, Pitch Decks or other material. Direct
contact with the Founder will take place once you have shown an interest in meeting or discussing the opportunity further.
Potential or actual investors are responsible for obtaining all necessary information for evaluating the relative merits and
risks of an investment, as well as engaging their own investment advisor if deemed to be appropriate. G2E is not responsible
for, and shall have no liability for, any investment decisions. The entering into of any investment transaction will be with the
respective company without involvement of, or participation by, G2E. Potential or actual investors understand that any
investment they may make entails substantial risks and need to be able to bear the complete loss of any such investment.
Any information distributed by Gateway2Enterprise, its officers and associates is for information purposes only and is not
intended to be, and is not, an endorsement, approval or other recommendation with respect to any securities and/or
investments. Dissemination of information does not constitute an endorsement of the accuracy or adequacy of the
information.
You may have the right to protection under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the right to refer complaints to
the Financial Ombudsman Service; this depends on the type of business and the circumstances of the claim or complaint.
Where a particular investment contains an overseas element, these protections may not be available. Further information
about applicable compensation and protection is available from the FSCS and FOS.
All information given to you by Gateway2Enterprise Limited is confidential and must not be passed to others without first
seeking the approval of Gateway2Enterprise Limited. It may not be used for any purpose other than to consider whether
you should enter into discussions with the business described.

